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Thomas Telford’s tour in the Highlands: shaping the wild landscape through word and image
This paper is about the representation of science and technology in the service of exploration and discovery through the distinct but overlooked genre of travel writing, engineers’ reports and plans. In his account of his journeys in Northern Scotland, and in his proposed engineering works, Telford worked hard to efface any sense of strain or unfamiliarity about travel on his roads and canals. This contrasts strongly with the accounts of other visitors to this British terra incognita (Rackwitz 2007) who aimed to evoke various gloomy, unsettling or inconvenient aspects of Highland travel. Even though his own extensive journeys were arduous and exploratory, Telford remediated through words and drawn plans a landscape that was shaped around a rational transport infrastructure, creating the bedrock on which Romantic travellers could roll smoothly forward into their encounters with the sublime. And while Telford’s radical landscape sculpting no doubt encouraged the kind of panoramic visuality we might associate with colonial conquest, this paper does not aim to reiterate this familiar position. Instead, it will examine the ways in which Telford as engineer created a narrative for the Highland landscape through his distinct form of literary and visual expression that was interdisciplinary and intertextual. As I argue, his own double publications, in word and image (the Life and Atlas of 1838) interact with other surrounding diverse productions, such as the literary Journal of a tour in the Highlands (Southey 1819), other engineering memoirs and reports, landscape representations and indeed the mass of more recognised travel writings and sensational touristic souvenirs.


This paper is about Thomas Telford’s (1757-1834) self-presentation through word and image of his work as a civil engineer in the Scottish Highlands focusing on the Caledonian Canal project; a scheme of ‘landscape construction’ creating a link between east and west coasts of Scotland, undertaken for the Hanoverian government between 1801-1823. The canal was one element in a complete transport infrastructure also designed by Telford, a modernising scheme of improvements for the Highlands to encourage trade, and to hasten assimilation into Great Britain (Colley 1992; Lenman 2009). The Canal followed a natural rift in the Scottish mountains, the Great Glen, joining up a series of deep inland waters such as Loch Ness by adding short lengths of engineered waterway between them. I examine three texts by Telford and his friend Robert Southey [SLIDE of 3 titles and dates of two men, info on Atlas]. Around this core I consider other travel writings and artistic depictions of the Scottish Highlands connected with the ‘discovery of Scotland’ at this date [SLIDE Holloway and Errington (1978); Alfrey and Daniels (1990); Klonk (1996); Rackwitz (2007) also add Fingal’s cave and note of Thomas Pennant and Joseph Banks] 

Artistic, scientific, economic and indeed touristic interests converged and overlapped in this discovery. Telford’s technology of travel both prompted and assisted exploration, while his writings as an engineer contribute to the hybrid field of travel literature in their own right. Engineering was a new profession establishing itself in the Romantic period alongside new disciplines of science such as chemistry, geology, natural history; working engineers gathered empirical data and contributed to these disciplines while engaged in mining, canal or road cutting and water engineering (Cunningham and Jardine 1990: 6). Finally, let me remind you of the fame by publication of the British Romantic engineer John Smeaton [SLIDE] whose Edystone Lighthouse, in this image, was according to Antoine Picon the ‘supremely sublime edifice, known throughout Europe’ (Picon 1992: 233) [and its image  featured in PC Lesage Receuil des divers memoires , extraits de la bibliotheque des ponts et chausses a l’usage des eleves ingenieurs (1806-10) image on Picon 241.]

I expand the notion of ‘literary engineers’ from Uncommon contexts  where for example we observe Isambard Kingdom Brunel immersed in the ‘wordy cultures of reading and writing’ of this era (Marsden 2013: 7). But to fully explicate literary genres in engineering, I argue we must also include the visual dimension of engineers’ output. Drawing and visual communication was absolutely central to engineering self-presentation at this time, instilled throughout training. The new genre of technical drawing was based on architectural, artistic and mathematical visual practices and fused line, image and word in a distinctive manner (Baynes and Pugh 1981; Fox 2007; Robertson 2011). All engineers developed what I look on as a collage technique [SLIDE Smeaton] of creating layered registers of denotation in the image—a mixture of diagram, verbal annotation and illusionistic, three-dimensional rendering.

In relation to the over-riding theme of this conference, Riddles of form, and in comparison to scientific representations, engineers did not simply study the natural world. Their riddles of form were self-created, even self-reflexive. [SLIDE text As the Charter of 1818 of the Institution of Civil Engineers in Britain announced, engineering was: ‘the art of directing the great sources of power in Nature for the use and convenience of man’ (Buchanan 1987: 64) –SLIDE]. Engineers intervened in the natural world to build new forms. In relation to this panel and its theme of travel and exploration, in Telford’s Highland works we see a cycle of observation and representation that influenced perceptions of both travel and landscape. 

Telford and Southey (1774-1843) met in 1819 just before the Highland Tour; a holiday trip that, unlike many, actually cemented their friendship. Southey is famous, or notorious, as a repentant Romantic and revolutionary, not unlike Telford himself (cite ODNB and Roe 1992 for Southey’s apostasy). The editor of Southey’s account, C.H. Herford, characterised Telford as a ‘taciturn giant’,  ‘eloquent only in the handwriting he has left… graven on the face of the country’ (Herford 1929: xvi), in other words his actual roads or harbours. I disagree, for evidently Telford did publish his own account in the Life of 1838, not to mention numerous other literary efforts: the surveys and private reports carried out and submitted in advance that got the immensely expensive capital project of Highland transport works off the ground. Telford also wrote several articles [SLIDE Navigation Inland] for the Edinburgh Encyclopaedia (a publishing enterprise in which he was also a major shareholder) and as we see also poetry. In Telford and Southey’s accounts of the trip to the Highlands we hear complementary or antiphonal voices. Telford’s text and images tend to be more restrained, but he allows sublime elements to break out to convey the ‘great sources of power in Nature’. But equally, the text and images don’t both tell the same story. The Atlas plates for the canal show either the overarching view of the whole project, or zoom right in to focus on details, such as wagons, cranes, locks.  

In 1819, Northern Scotland had only recently become an ancient and primitive haunt. [SLIDE ‘Ossian Singing’ Alexander Runciman c.1770] The European-wide cult of the mythical Ossian, the best selling works of Walter Scott, [SLIDE Knox Glencoe] and the Romantic celebration of its wild landscapes in art all contributed to this image of the country [see The Provincial antiquities and picturesque scenery of Scotland 1826, Edinburgh: William Blackwood]. Tourism in the region was also recent, and complementary to this ‘ancient’ image of the nation. Thomas Pennant’s A tour in Scotland in 1769 (first published in 1771) was one spur to an expanding tourist trade; indeed, Pennant’s vigorous atmospheric descriptions echo on in later accounts. But also, as Martin Rackwitz comments, ‘The Highland tourist boom in the second half of the eighteenth century coincided with the collapse of the old social and economic order. Many travellers observed shocking scenes of poverty, evictions, and emigration’ (Rackwitz 2007: 19-21). This cultural collapse was hastened by the aftermath of the Jacobite Rebellions of 1715 and 1745, and subsequent Hanoverian pacification; we see the names of this ‘regime change’ planted across the region in Fort George, Fort Augustus, Fort William. But despite the military roads that had been constructed, travel remained very difficult and roads were often very rough and cut away by winter torrents. We should add here that rough tracks were not inconvenient for the local population. Highland roads had formerly had been ‘soft and free of hard substances, suitable for feet of Highland cattle’ (Telford 1838a: 165), but they were impassable for wheeled transport. By the end of the eighteenth century there came the new wave of investment in roads that Telford was involved in, catering for the needs of wheeled transport such as rapid transit of the mail coach, seen as essential for the creation of a civilised and polite society. But perversely, and as Rackwitz observes, that although travelling in Scotland became more convenient than ever before, travellers’ accounts at the height of the Romantic movement gave a different impression; ‘the ‘terror’ and ‘horror’ evoked by the sight of certain mountains, cataracts, gorges, and passes such as Corrieyairack, the ‘Black Rock’, or Killiecrankie became an essential ingredient of travellers’ accounts’ (Rackwitz 2007: 165). 

[SLIDE Telford Map of canal ]
In effect, Southey provides a rival kind of travel account, mostly avoiding horror and terror, instead offering the amused voice of the educated and seasoned traveller. As an observer on Telford’s survey team he was an ‘embedded correspondent’, part of the inner circle of progress. Southey scoffed at an overpriced tourist pamphlet (2s. 9d. for 42 pages) glimpsed in an inn at Loch Earn titled: ‘Striking and Picturesque Delineations of the Grand, Beauthiful, Wonderful and Interesting Scenery around Loch Earn, by Angus MacDiarmid, Ground Officer on the Earl of Braedalbane’s Estate of Edinample’ (Southey 1929: 37-8). Indeed Southey and Telford mainly followed established paths of tourist traffic, [some Spa tourism to the mineral spring at Strath Peffer, or the inn trade at Dingwall, p. 146.] apart from along the canal itself, where Southey’s account mainly records the progress of the engineering works, alongside human interest stories, both comical and grotesque.

Telford’s party travelled North East to South West, from Inverness to Fort William. [SLIDE detail 32 gun frigate] Telford’s report emphasised the strategic importance of this project, the canal was designed for a 32-gun frigate. ‘Ships of war, were this track open to them, might in two days from a station at Fort George in Inverness, reach the north of Ireland’, (Telford, 1838a: 50; Southey 1929: 167-8). 

[SLIDE full map of canal again]
Both Telford and Southey stressed Nature’s part in this scheme:
Add this text to SLIDE Southey: ‘Nothing is so remarkable along the line of the canal as the straight regular opening which Nature has made for it… such an avenue between the mountains, extending from sea to sea, is itself a noble sight and a grand object of contemplation’ Southey 1929: 188’ While Southey enjoyed the moral contemplation, Telford, more pragmatically notes how this ‘avenue between the mountains’ saved 500 miles of dangerous sea passage around the north of Scotland (Telford 1838a: 49).

[SLIDE text ‘The great lake, 22 miles in length, and from one or two in breadth, has thrown up here, at its termination, a high beach of pebbles, ridge upon ridge, upon which the waves, impelled along its whole length by a strong breeze, were breaking with a sound like the voice of the ocean’ (Southey 1929: 172). In giving room for the forces of nature, Southey’s text makes Loch Ness and its waters into one of the characters in the narrative. The loch comes alive on first encounter. 
Southey notes, wonderingly, the energy of the lake, its resistance to frost. [SLIDE ‘Loch Ness has been carefully sounded, and found to be 129 fathoms deep—which is 600 feet deeper than the Moray Firth between its eastern point at Kinnairds Head, and Caithness. How can this prodigious hollow have been formed? It never freezes. The Survey of Moray says that “during the most intense frosts both the river and the lake smoke, a thick fog hangs over them, mitigating the frost to some distance on either side”’. (Southey 1929: 174) [Compare Pennant same remark, it never freezes, and during cold weather a violent steam rises from it as from a furnace’ (Pennant 2000: 134). 

In the wet Highland climate, water was constantly falling into the Loch –the travellers made a touristic detour to the famous scenic view, the Falls of Foyers. Southey compared this with the Reichenbach falls, lazily using rather touristic and staid picturesque terms, ‘the accompaniments cannot be finer anywhere; everything is beautiful, and everything—woods, rocks, water, the glen, the mountains, and the lake below, in proportion.’ (Southey 1929: 177-178) Foyers was famous because it already featured in Thomas Pennant’s account of 1769 where a powerful description was underlined with a somewhat static illustration: ‘a vast cataract, in a darksome glen of a stupendous depth; the water darts far beneath the top through a narrow gap between two rocks, then precipitates above forty feet lower into the bottom of the chasm, and the foam, like a great cloud of smoke, rises and fills the air…’ (Pennant 2000: 131-13 SLIDE Image from Pennant, p. 132). Southey infuses a bit more energy and continues the mysterious life of the Loch when he mentions the geological upheaval agitation of the Loch in 1755 at the time of the great earthquake at Lisbon (Southey 1929: 180) [ this same event also affected Loch Lomond and Loch Long and Loch Katrine as reported in the Scots Magazine in 1755, also previously reported in Pennant 2000: 134, and is explained by contemporary geologists Charles Scawthorn and Wai-Fah Chen in their Earthquake Engineering Handbook (2002) in the section on ‘tsunami and sieche’, p. 9-55 (seiche is the name of this distant sloshing effect). –and see also the Land of Burns by John Wilson, Robert Chambers and D.O. Hill (1849) on this event in Loch Lomond in 1755, p. 49]

We also read of the political work that went into the project, as an investment justified by a militaristic empire-building aims and current naval hostilities against France and America, in other words this was no longer about pacification of the region but also of the expansion of territory overseas. [The canal building project had been mooted before particularly in the second half of the eighteenth century, in part because of the money available from the Forfeited Estates after the Jacobite Rebellions, then dropped after the estates were restored in 1784. But the new military situation, war with France and America caused new state of alert, and revived interest.] 

[SLIDE ‘emmets’] Man’s work seen as a rival or equal to that of nature, with the scale of work dwarfing the workers, this description of the deep cutting between Loch Oich and Loch Lochy evokes the technological sublime, pp. 182-7 see PHOTOCOPY put text following into SLIDE text. They walked along the works between Loch Oich and Loch Lochy, where the excavations are ‘at what they call a “deep cutting,” this being the highest point in the line, the Oich flowing to the East, the Lochy to the Western Sea… And here also a Lock is building. The earth is removed by horses walking along the bench of the canal, and drawing the laden cartlets up one inclined plane, while the emptied ones, which are connected with them by a chain passing over pullies, are let down by another. This was going on in numberless places, and such a mass of earth had been thrown up on both sides of the whole line, that the men appeared in the proportion of emmets to an ant-hill, amid their own work. The hour of rest for men and horses is announced by the blowing of a horn; and so well have the horses learnt to measure time by their own exertions and sense of fatigue, that if the signal be delayed five minutes, they stop on their own accord, without it.’ Southey 1929: 189

The grand finale to the canal was the sight of Ben Nevis and the series of eight steeply descending locks called Neptune’s Staircase at Corpach (Southey 1929: 202-206). The Staircase fell 64 feet through a series of eight foot drops in 500 yards ‘the greatest piece of masonry in the world, and the greatest work of its kind, beyond all comparison’ p. 203. [SLIDE text ‘A panorama painted of this place would include the highest mountain in Great Britain, and its greatest work of art. That work is one of which the magnitude and importance become apparent when considered in relation to natural objects. The Pyramids would appear insignificant in such a situation, for in them we should see only a vain attempt to vie with greater things. But here we see the powers of nature brought to act on a great scale, in subservience to the powers of man: one river created, another (and that a huge mountain stream) shouldered out of its place, and art and order assuming a character of sublimity’ pp. 203-4. [SLIDE-Sluices Telford Plate 21 1838b and text as Outfall between Corpach and Loch Lochy at Strone, ‘There is one let-off or outfall… the water, issuing from the triple sluice, falls nine feet before it strikes the rock… no artificial cataract exceeds the fury and the foam with which it issues from its rocky cavern’ Telford 1838a: 64)] Part of this over-aweing nature of this Staircase, though was hidden from view, this was the need to control and manage the flows of water, as Southey describes it: ‘At one place there are three sluices, by which the whole canal from the Staircase to the Regulating Lock (about six miles) can be lowered by a foot in an hour. The sluices were opened so we might see their effect.’ –strangely, and in contrast to Telford, he describes this effect rather tamely, ‘ the rush, and the spray and the force of the water reminded me more of the Reichenbach than of any other fall’ P.205… etc.  Compare Telford’s own words on slide.

‘Art and order assuming the character of sublimity’ 
Canal project was intended to foster what was called the ‘smooth running of intelligence’ in other words, to hasten the sharing of rapid, up-to-date accurate news and information. Aims of Highland improvements were to arrest depopulation (Telford 1838a: 300-301), Thus Telford’s designs for infrastructure included also simple, uniform churches and manses (ministers’ houses), alongside roads, and sheltering harbours for fishing. [SLIDE quote Edinburgh improved intercourse ‘In Edinburgh, where a central post office exists, and where intelligent individuals associate, the subject of improved intercourse was discussed with characteristic ardour’ (Telford 1838a: 248)] Of course, increasing the ‘speedy and certain conveyance of intelligence’ (Telford 1838a: 461) through transport also allowed new ideas and external forces of control to move in to the region, creating much wider links of interdependence across Great Britain. The improvements were described as benefits to the ‘empire at large’ for the ‘the welfare of the country’ (Appendix B Telford 1838a: 290-4). The construction plans for the canal extended beyond the Highlands, materials such as cast iron were sent in by boat, using different routes and suppliers to east or west sides from iron founders in Derbyshire and Wales—these links had to be planned in too. Telford’s stated aim (and it is a quantifiable one) with his road and canal links was speed up transport, for example to get the mail coaches moving at a uniform 9-10 miles per hour on smooth graded inclines. This was a shared criterion of modern progress. [SLIDE Canal Map ] Canals, of course fit this aim perfectly as they offer a completely FLAT SURFACE with much lower friction, also allowing steady computable traffic speed. 

In Telford’s poem Eskdale (Telford 1838a: 655-659) we see that Telford has no sympathy for the ‘warlike Celtic days’ and the evils of the past of ‘plunder, war and rapine’. He supports trade and enlightenment : ‘thy pleasant banks, O Esk! And shady groves he compares the warlike Celtic days and the middle ages ‘ on the dark rock the BORDER CASTLE rose, centre for ‘plunder, war and rapine’. Luckily, in Telford’s narrative, p. 657: SLIDE text below-
Awaked at length, BRITANNIA rear’d her head,
And feudal power and superstition fled’
…
Commerce at last her daring sails unfurl’d
And BRITAIN rose the envy of the world’

Telford’s efforts to drive transport links though part of the ‘Celtic fringe’ on behalf of the British State could certainly be aligned with many recent and hostile accounts of the rise of colonial, imperial and touristic approaches to the picturesque landscape, evoking W.J.T. Mitchell’s comment that ‘privileged landscapes are designed to hide whatever defiles—they create public space that is clear, generous and rational for those in power’  (Mitchell 2002; Andrews 1989; Duncan and Ley 1993; Hechter 1975; Daniels 1993). In addition many recent literary scholars and cultural geographers have also worked hard in recent decades to throw suspicion on the Romantic cult of nature as a reactionary move away from radical or revolutionary aims after the French Revolution; a timid or selfish move from social to personal politics (see summary in Roe 1992), and certainly Southey is one target of such attack.

BUT, examining the textual/ visual contribution of Telford’s contributions creates difficulty for this broadly ‘new historicist’ view. Such a position is too reductive, and it simplifies the evidence of the gaps and fragmentary nature of the composite verbal-textual accounts we have seen here. We see that gap in the shift of focus from the large map-like expanse the whole project along the Glen, to small details, the immediate tasks in progress. In the images in the Atlas, gaps between pragmatic images of wagons, cranes and locks, the micro-structures supporting the vast conceptual sweep and daring of the enterprise. The images show the hypothesis, the proposal of how to go about the task in a rational way, whereas words present on the spot reports, ‘news’—mere glimpses of time. As I noted at the start, discovery was a process where artistic, scientific, economic and indeed touristic interests converged and overlapped—and these competing voices also necessarily break up any overlying ‘system’ of ideological control. I also note the aspect of hiding and dissimulation especially in Telford’s own account. He both tells us about the hard work and the literary effort while hiding it away. We see how Telford disclaimed his own writing at the opening of his long article for the Edin Encyc [SLIDE] In addition, his own hard work and real exploration was also dissimulated: he surveyed and travelled around his projects all his working life, obviously before roads existed. This gave him fellow feeling with the superintendent masons on the Highland roads and military roads constructed between 1732 and 1750, often ill with rheumatism caused by being cold and drenched all the time, trudging about 5000 miles a year on foot. Telford asked for and gained cloth allowance and a pony for the superintendents. Pp. 176-177. His account remarks on the discomfort of forming the new roads in remote areas, and the conditions for the workers sharing tents that were, hot, stuffy and unbearable when cooking was in progress. Perversely the roads had to be already partially completed before conditions improved, one welcome contrivance was a caravan on wheels with a fireplace and room for 15-15 men, p. 177.

This paper is just one part of a much wider project I am engaged in on the Highland landscape, its representation and its shaping beyond some of the normal and familiar discourses and debates of art history or literary studies on landscape depiction, by working with the non-art and composite modes of engineers’ expression in word, image, and world. The complexity and ‘untidyness’ of this pragmatic area of operations are allowing me to develop a new narrative of the shaping of the ‘public spaces’ in the ‘wild landscape’ of Northern Scotland.
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Thomas Telford (1757-1834) add reference to sources at ICE http://ice.org.uk (​http:​/​​/​ice.org.uk​) that holds the substantial Telford archive of papers and drawings, and also ODNB article

Robert Southey (1774-1843) Poet Laureate 1813-1843, moved to Greta Hall, Keswick in 1803 to share with Coleridge (the two men were brothers-in-law, married to two sisters). Add reference to ODNB article also those writings on Romantic literary/ scientific circles such as Forgan’s work on Davy, Nicholas Roe (2002) The politics of nature and Lynda Pratt, ed (2007) Robert Southey and the contexts of English Romanticism. Many recent critics have attacked the Romantic cult of nature as a reactionary move away from radical or revolutionary aims after the French Revolution; a timid or selfish move from social to personal politics. Links to environmentalism, see Oerlemans, Roe, etc

Picon 1992: Engineering became a separate profession largely through the development of a modern concept of landscape and to the definition of a roads policy under the direction of the state [p.100]. The engineers although they shared training and competence with architects, developed a different attitude [p.107-9], a concept of nature as endlessly productive, but which needed ordering by reason in order to help society to progress. Improvement was to be effected by better communication, both on the ground (bridges, and roads, on paper (maps) and finally through more equal social exchanges between men). ‘Engineers wished to eliminate a whole series of obstacles’ [p.109].

Southey: A nasty story about the Glengarry the well of the seven heads Invergarry; Southey and party travelled on and visited the laird at Glengarry and so he actually spends quite a lot of time describing the family and their current military connections, e.g. at Waterloo, and also reiterates at more length the bloodthirsty story of the well of the seven heads, pp. 194-201

‘We soon came in sight of Ben Nevis, a precipitous, stony, uninviting mountain, looking as if it had been riven from the summit to the base, and half of it torn away.’ P.202

A delightful passage on playing at the sea shore with the family and looking at the crabs, anemones, jellyfish, etc. here is a sea anemone: ‘it opened itself like a cup and then almost closed again; this was done with a slow and not ungraceful motion, and as it opened, the works, if so they may be called, of this organised jelly became visible—of a purple colour, not so distinctly defined in the middle as in veins and filaments which ramified from thence toward the circumference’ pp. 223-4 he then quotes Wordsworth on Ballachulish: Fort Augustus/ Did disgust us/ And Fort William did the same/ At Letter Finlay/ We fared thinly;/ At Ballachulish/ We looked Foolish/ Wondering why we whither came  quoted p. 225

Alexander Runciman Scenes from the Life of Ossian ceiling painting designs, including ‘Ossian Singing’ centrepiece commissioned by Sir James Clerk of Penicuik to decorate the dining room of his new Palladian mansion at Newbiggin. Sketch drawings survive; the paintings were destroyed by fire in 1899.

Literature: Walter Scott Waverly 1814; William Wordsworth Walking Tour of the Highlands 1803

J.M.W. Turner (1775-1851) Ben Nevis from Neptue’s Staircase, Caledonian Canal from Fort Augustus sketchbook, 1831, Turner Bequest CCLXXVI 2, Tate Collection

Telford images from the Atlas:
Plate 15 XV ‘Caledonian Canal or Inland navigation between the Eastern and Western sea capable of admitting a frigate of 32 guns’ Longitudinal section cut through lochs and canal to show elevations and water depths from Loch Eil and Corpach at west to Clachnacharry sea locks on the Moray Firth at Inverness.
Plate XVI sea lock at Clachnacary, 
Plate XXI Caledonian Canal outlet of three sluices at Strone mentioned above.
Plate LIX 59 Highland churches and manses. Atlas: Plate VIII bridge over the river Dee at Tongland Gothic picturesque style, Plate VI Iron bridge over Severn at Buildwas clean sparse juxtapositions of two parabolic forms geometric-classical

Life: Telford remarks on his contacts with Sir William Chambers and Robert Adam when he was working on the building of Somerset Place in 1782 ‘the former haughty and reserved, the latter affable and communicative; and a similar distinction pervaded their works—stiff and formal or playful and gay/ Telford preferred the second but maintained his own style of independent conduct’ p. 19

TWO IMAGES of Smeaton from PhD Chapter 3 to use

M. Dixon, delin.; A. Birrel, sculpt. (1789) ‘The morning after a storm at SW’ , from the title page of John Smeaton A narrative of the building of the Edystone Lighthouse, second edition (1793)
(1786) J. Record, sculp. ‘Plate 13: Original ideas, hints, & sketches from whence the FORM of the PRESENT Building was taken’ John Smeaton A narrative of the building of the Edystone Lighthouse, second edition (1793)

